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HAIER 113 LITRE

BAR FRIDGE
• H85 x W50 x D58cm

HRZ113

LG 422 LITRE

TOP MOUNT FRIDGE
• H172.5 x W68 x D72.5cm

GN422FW

FLAT DOOR

DESIGN BIOSHIELD
ICE & WATER

DISPENSER WITH

HOME BAR

HALF YEARLY SALE
$888

LG 515 LITRE

TOP MOUNT FRIDGE
• H170.5 x W78 x D73cm

GN515GW

SAMSUNG 607 LITRE

SIDE-BY-SIDE FRIDGE
• H178.9 x W91x D71cm

SRS606DHLS

$1798

Our mission is to support 
those who serve or 
have served in defence 
of our nation and to 
commemorate their service 
and sacrifi ce.

DVA offers careers in policy 
development, service 
delivery and contract 
management in areas as 
diverse as compensation, 
income support, 
health purchasing and 
commemorations.

DVA is a national 
organisation with a 
presence in all States and 
Territories.

DVA is instrumental 
in the planning and 
implementation of the 
ANZAC Centenary and 
commemorations of a 
century of service to our 
nation.

Tricia Searson  |  Karina Duffey

ACHIEVING POTENTIAL

FIRST ASSISTANT SECRETARY
REHABILITATION AND SUPPORT 
The Department of Veterans’ Affairs (DVA) administers the Government’s commitment 
to caring for our veteran and defence service community – the men and women who have 
served Australia in times of war and confl ict as well as peacetime. We do this through 
programs of care, compensation, commemoration and Defence support services.

DVA is both a policy and service delivery agency with a budget in excess of $12b per 
year. We have strong relationships with Australian Ex-Service Organisations and with the 
international veteran community.

DVA is the dominant player in Commonwealth Compensation, providing compensation, 
disability and income support payments to veterans and families. DVA also provides 
access to health and other care services that promote early intervention, prevention and 
treatment. This includes services for mental health, veterans’ aged and community care, 
primary health care and social health. 

As First Assistant Secretary, Rehabilitation and Support, you will report to the 
Secretary and work closely with the Deputy President, Repatriation Commissioner, and 
other Executives to deliver compensation, income support and rehabilitation services to 
the veteran community. You will also be a signifi cant contributor to shaping the strategic 
direction of the Department. 

To be a strong contender for this signifi cant role, you will excel in working in complex and 
challenging environments, be an innovative and creative leader with a strong strategic 
vision and a fl air for anticipation and providing solutions. You will be an excellent 
communicator and have exceptional stakeholder management skills and a strong track 
record of delivery. Your impressive personal style and your ability to engender trust and 
respect will be complemented by sound judgement, drive and initiative. 

Before applying, please obtain selection documentation by emailing
admin@execintell.com.au quoting Ref. No. 366. Further information can be obtained 
by contacting either Karina Duffey or Tricia Searson on (02) 6232 2200. Applications 
close on Sunday 7 July 2013.
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“Calling all SANTAS”
Join our merry bunch on July 28 and raise money 

for Cystic Fibrosis ACT. Register now at 
cfact.org.au

Nation risks a new stolen
generation, warn leaders
By Vince Chadwick

Indigenous leaders say Australia
risks creating another stolen gen-
eration if it does not reduce the
soaring number of Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander children in
out-of-home care.

In 1997, when the Bringing
Them Home report on the removal
of Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander children from their famil-
ies was tabled in Federal Parlia-
ment, 2785 indigenous children
were in out-of-home care.

By June 2012, that figure had
risen to 13,299.

Victorian Aboriginal Child Care
Agency chief executive Muriel
Bamblett said early intervention
measures to help families were
insufficient, more work was need-
ed to reunify children with their
parents, and welfare agencies
approached indigenous people

differently. ‘‘There is a tendency to
be overly interventionist with
Aboriginal families,’’ Professor
Bamblett said.

‘‘Rather than putting supports
around the child, we say, ‘Let’s just
remove them.’’’

Professor Bamblett was one of
six panelists at a forum at Federa-
tion Square on Friday, held by the
Secretariat of National Aboriginal
and Islander Child Care, which is
leading the push to halve the
number of children in out-of-
home care by 2018.

She warned that the present
generation may one day grow up
to say they, too, had been removed
from their families.

‘‘Now we have got a whole new
wave. We haven’t been able to
break that cycle,’’ she said.

Oxfam chief executive Helen
Szoke said: ‘‘Maybe it is time
for the Human Rights Commis-

sion to do another stolen genera-
tions report.’’

Although child protection was a
state responsibility, Dr Szoke said,
the report could focus on whether
Australia was meeting its obliga-
tions under the United Nations
Convention on the Rights of the
Child, before the next UN inspec-
tion in 2018.

Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander children make up 4.2 per
cent of the population but a third
of all children in care.

The recently retired vice-
chairwoman of the UN Commit-
tee on the Rights of the Child,
Marta Mauras-Perez, called for a
nuanced approach to deciding
what constituted ‘‘neglect’’ in each
community.

She gave the example of a
mattress lying on a living room
floor, which could reflect a culture
of hospitality, instead used as

grounds to remove indigenous
children from their parents
because there were too many
people living in the house.

Professor Bamblett said chil-
dren in care also need to maintain
a link with their local area.

Last year’s Protecting Victoria’s
Vulnerable Children inquiry found
only 59 per cent of Koori children
in care remain connected to their
family and culture.

For stolen generations advocate
Aunty Lorraine Peeters, Friday’s
conversation was a repeat of that
held 40 years ago.

‘‘Our children are being
removed at such a rate that I feel
really sick in the stomach every
time I look at the stats,’’ she said.

‘‘Who is going to be there for
those children in 18 years’ time
when they enter into trauma and
want to know where they come
from or who their families are?’’

Wind farm aids landholders
By Hamish Boland-Rudder

A wind farm has become the first in two
years to be granted approval in Victoria
for a pioneering new project that is part-
owned by surrounding landholders.

The five-turbine Coonooer Bridge
Wind Farm in Victoria’s north-west was
approved by the Buloke Shire Council
on Thursday.

This week an anti-wind farm rally will
be hosted in Canberra by controversial
radio broadcaster Alan Jones.

The new wind farm, developed by
CSIRO spin-off company Windlab, is the
first to be approved in Victoria since
tougher planning laws were introduced
in 2011, and is one of the first in the
country to be based on a model of
shared ownership with the local
community.

Thirty locals, representing every
landholder within 3 kilometres of a
turbine, are shareholders in the project,
and stand to benefit directly from any
profits as well as have the right to
appoint an observer to the farm’s board.

Windlab spokesman Luke Osborne
commended the locals on their
involvement in the project, and said it
showed developers and communities

could work together without
divisiveness.

‘‘Neighbours of wind farms often feel
like the benefits stop at the boundary
fence, and what we’ve tried to do is
address that and introduce a fairer
model,’’ he said.

‘‘What I’m most proud about this
community is that they are still on very
good terms with each other, and that’s
what sets a good infrastructure project
apart. What we need to do as wind
developers in the future is leave
communities on good terms with each
other.’’

There were five negative submissions
to the local council about the project,
and Mr Osborne, who hosts turbines on
his own property near Bungendore, said
he understood people had concerns,
and the project would continue to work
with the community to address them.

Despite the relatively small size of the
farm, it is expected to produce enough
electricity for about 11,000 homes once
Windlab find a buyer for the power.

Mr Osborne acknowledged that an
identical model of ownership would not
work for every wind farm project, but
said he believed it was important
Australia lead the way in renewable

energy and community engagement.
‘‘I’ve worked on a number of wind

energy projects, and I’ve found this
experience to be very good, and I . . .
would do it this way again if I was to
manage another project,’’ he said.

Other projects in NSW have also been
looking to find ways to go beyond
consultation and instead encourage
community participation.

Infigen’s proposed Flyers Creek wind
farm near Orange could have one
turbine owned by a community co-op,
while RATCH spokesman Anthony
Yeates said the proposed Collector Wind
Farm project was considering models to
encourage greater community
involvement.

But the industry still faces vocal
opposition, including some federal
politicians who will reportedly speak at
an anti-wind farm rally at Parliament
House on Tuesday.

Stopthesethings.com, the rally’s
website, lists NSW Liberal MPs Craig
Kelly and Alby Schultz, and senators
John Madigan and Nick Xenophon as
speakers for the event.

A counter-rally, organised by the
activist group GetUp! will be held in
Garema Place at the same time.

Celebrating top scientists through art

COMMEMORATED: Sculptor Peter Corlett with his statue of Professor Frank Fenner, in the gardens of ANU’s University House. Photo: KATHERINE GRIFFITHS

By Cassidy Brown

While Raiders legends Mal Meninga and Laurie
Daley are commemorated in bronze outside
Canberra Stadium, the Australian National
University is using art to recognise the
achievements of two of Canberra’s scientific
heroes.

The creations included a statue of ANU
founding father Frank Fenner, and a tapestry
depicting the Nobel prize-winning work of
Brian Schmidt.

The statue was created by Peter Corlett, 69,
a leading Australian figurative sculptor.

He spent 12 months making the Fenner
statue, which is located in the Fellows Garden.

‘‘A significant figure to humanity
internationally, Professor Fenner saved the
lives of millions of people through his work at
the World Health Organisation eradicating
smallpox,’’ Mr Corlett said.

A life-sized figure moulded into wax then
cast into bronze, the statue reflects the elusive
nature of Professor Fenner along with his
whimsical smile.

‘‘I’d much rather do a sculpture of people of
wisdom, rather than people who are great
physical specimens and great sports
personas,’’ Mr Corlett said. ‘‘As a culture we
give them too much prominence when there
are more worthy people around who have
done work that really benefits humanity. Frank
Fenner is in that category.’’

Mr Corlett first studied art at what is now
RMIT in Melbourne around 1960, before
entering into a career of sculpting. He has
more than 50 years’ of experience.

‘‘The function of such statues is to raise
curiosity of whom they were and why they are
being celebrated. For those who don’t already
know about Frank, they’ll think ‘I wonder who
this man is, and I wonder why they did a
sculpture of him,’ and go find out what he did
and who he was,’’ Mr Corlett said.

Lawrence Cram, Master of University House,
first met Professor Fenner in 2003 through his
work at ANU.

‘‘The likeness has been captured excellently
by the artist,’’ Professor Cram said.

Former master of University House from

2001 to 2012, John Richards, also expressed
praise for the sculpture.

Mr Richards commended Professor Fenner’s
work in medical science, in particular the
myxoma virus, controlling Australia’s rabbit
plague.

‘‘This space has been free for quite some
time; we were waiting for the most deserving
person to fit the space. Fenner was a gentle
man who would take time out to talk with
students,’’ Mr Richards said.

The tapestry, depicting the work of Professor
Schmidt, joins ANU’s collection to become the
fifth of ANU’s art collection featuring Nobel
prize winners.

Valerie Kirk, 56, created the tapestry using an
image suggested by Professor Schmidt himself,
using digital photography of the cosmos from
the Hubble telescope.

‘‘Incorporating a red grid alludes to our
advancing technologies which have made the
observations possible,’’ Ms Kirk said. ‘‘The
Nobel prize is the pinnacle of world acclaim for
students to work towards; the tapestry is a
wonderful blending of science and art.’’


